
 

 



All Tied Up Brand Philosophy: When you're 'All Tie-d Up' with work, life, and 

monotonous commitments, pamper yourself with one of our hand- made neckties, 

hand- woven with just the right amount of silk! 

Silk Hand-woven fabric & Hand- stitched ties 

All the fabric used to construct our hand- tailored ties is made in house on hand- 

operated jacquard machines. Factors such as weather, skin tone and average body 

type are all considered while choosing the apt tie lining fabric, colour range offered, 

and tie styling per design.  

 

Need help 'Tie-ing' the perfect knot? 

A.T.U. pays special attention to couples on their way to getting married. We feel that 

it's just as important for the groom to be picture perfect on 'his' special day, thus 

having made an appointment 2 days in advance gives the 'would-be groom' a time 

slot, to ensure that he knows he looks as good as he feels. 

 

We deliver anywhere in Pakistan 

A.T.U. offers free delivery, and the procedure is simple. Quote the 'Design Title' and 

'Color' as mentioned on every tie on our Facebook page (All Tied Up), and send us a 

bank draft on our postal address mentioned. Your tie will be sent out immediately 

on receiving the draft and should reach you within 24 hours of us dispatching it.  

 

The widest colour range 

Colour is a very powerful tool, and has an intense psychological impact on the 

wearer, aswell as the external environment. How you carry off colour is what makes 

the difference! Society has become much more accepting of individualism and 

comfort, so we at A.T.U. believe that you should wear whatever colour neckties YOU 

like.  

  

SIDRAH NADEEM 

 Studio Address: 7- C, 5th Bokhari Comm St, 

(Basement ) Off Khy-e- Bokhari, Phase 6, D.H.A., Karachi. 

0342- 2113339 

Studio Timings: 3- 7: 30 p.m. 

BUY LIMITED COLECTION ONLINE: 
http://www.myoffstreet.com/Karachi/AllTiedUp/BuyOnline 

http://www.myoffstreet.com/Karachi/AllTiedUp/BuyOnline

